Rallye Sanremo: here the “special” prizes of Msc, Gnv and Europam
SANREMO (IM), 6 April – Rally and Sanremo are inseparable
words known throughout the world. The competition that has its
roots in the heroic era of motorsport is a "Classic" now in its 66th
edition. The Rallye Sanremo brand overcomes the border of
motorsport enthusiasts on all continents.
In 2019 the prestige and history of the race are joined by major international brands that
have decided to support the event. In addition, as in the golden age of rallying, companies will be
giving away a series of prizes for the crews taking part in the race.
MSC Cruises is a sponsor of the Sanremo Rally and is giving away two
cruise vouchers for two persons on the new MSC Bellissima for the crew
that will climb the top step of the podium in the second round of the
Italian Rally Championship.
The Grandi Navi Veloci Group awards both in the modern rally and in the historic rally. The GNV
group offers the Genoa-Palermo ferry round trip for the next Targa Florio.
Each of the winners of the longest special stages valid for CIR and CIRAS,
respectively the Ronde Testico-Colle d'Oggia and the Testico-San
Bartolomeo, will have availability for a van with trolley and race car, plus
another car, in addition to two cabins for two persons.
Europam is the sponsor of the Sanremo Historic Rally. The company,
engaged for over 50 years in the energy sector, rewards the members of
the crew winning the race reserved for the cars that have written the
history of rallies, with two 500 euro fuel cards each..
During the 25-hour live broadcast on Primocanale Motori it will be possible to see the awarding of
all the special trophies offered by Msc Crociere, Grandi Navi Veloci and Europam for the 66th
Rallye Sanremo. The prizes will be awarded to the competitors who, in the respective rallies to
which they are entered, will display the special logos prepared by the sponsors for this special
occasion on their car. The prizes are not cumulative: if the winners of the CIR and CIRAS race are
also the fastest of the longest special stages, the prize for these will go to the second classified.
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